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O
ne of the main features of plasmo-
nics and also one of its greatest
successes is the reshaping of a

nanosystem's response to light.1 Suchdesign
has allowed among other achievements sin-
gle molecule detection2�4 and nanolasing;5

it is alsowidely used in spectroscopy6�10 and
as away to control emitters.11 In this context,
Fano interferences are a powerful tool to
alter a resonance in a very small frequency
range. Here, the interaction between a
discrete state and a continuum gives rise
to resonant suppression and enhancement
of scattering in a narrow frequency win-
dow, and typical asymmetric line shapes
result.12 The literature on Fano interferences
is vast, and the interested reader is referred
to the reviews by Miroshnichenko13 and
Luk'yanchuk14 for a bird's view on the mat-
ter. In plasmonics, Fano profiles have been
reported for quite some time in surface-
enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)15 in
which a molecular absorption line interacts
with the localized surface plasmon reso-
nances (LSPR) ofmetallic nanostructures.16�18

Interferences between dark and bright res-
onances are also very common and can be
observed, for example, in dolmen geom-
etries;19�22 sometimes a Fano resonance
can only be revealed by symmetry breaking,
such as the one induced by mirror charges
in a substrate23�26 or by misaligning multi-
component nanocavities.27�30 However, in
most situations, the line shapes are caused
by interferences between plasmonic modes
with different lifetimes, as in nanoshells31,32

and oligomers.33�39 Finally, Fano resonances
are crucial for such schemes as plasmon
emitters40,41 and within the sensing commu-
nity, where higher-order42 and magnetic
resonances in nanoclusters43 or the LSPR of
complex nanocavities44,45 are studied.
As can be seen, Fano interferences are

omnipresent in state-of-the-art nanopho-
tonics, and this is well acknowledged by a
strong impulse in providing new theoretical
developments of Fano theory applied to the

particular case of plasmonics.18,46�51 Never-
theless, these recasts of Fano's original work
are usually phenomenological descriptions,
classical in nature and quite far from Fano's
formalism.
We propose in what follows a unified

point of view on nanoscale interference
phenomena by means of a derivation of
Fano theory presented earlier.18 The only
assumption regards the continuum state
line shape, which is described as a plasmo-
nic resonance, and the final expression sim-
plifies to an analytic formula based on three
coupling parameters and a set of properties
that are strictly related to the uncoupled
system. In a second stage, we analyze some
particular cases in light of our formula. First,
there is a plasmonic crystal composed of 2D
periodically arranged spheres, where the
interaction happens between the spheres'
Mie resonances and the in-plane scattered
light. Second, a symmetric nanostructure
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ABSTRACT

We show in detail how a derivation of Fano theory can serve as a new paradigm to study,

understand, and control the interaction of nano-objects with light. Examples include a

plasmonic crystal, a dolmen-type structure sustaining dark and bright plasmon modes, and a

nanoshell heptamer. On the basis of only three coupling factors, a straightforward analytical

formula is obtained, only assuming a plasmonic resonance for the continuum, and retaining

the nonclassical character of the original formalism. It allows one to predict, reproduce, or

decompose Fano interferences solely in terms of the physical properties of the uncoupled

nanostructures when available, without the need of additional fitting parameters.

KEYWORDS: plasmonic Fano resonances . oligomers or nanoclusters . dark and
bright modes . dolmen . EIT . lattice resonances . plasmonic crystals
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that displays an electromagnetically induced-like
transparency (EIT) is studied. Last, nanoshells forming
a highly symmetric heptamer in which the buildup of a
sub- and a super-radiant mode arises due to the
hybridization of the individual particles.
We show how a reasonable estimate of the coupling

factors can be acquired from general physical consid-
erations; such factors are central to describing the
various plasmonic situations analytically. Of particular
interest is the deep physical insight that can be
attained through this procedure. To the contrary of
most past approaches, where the profile is numerically
fitted to a Fano line shape, here there are no floating
parameters. In the end, let us stress that this formula-
tion of Fano theory proves quite powerful also for
further designing plasmonic nanostructures, and as
soon as good coupling strengths are found analytically,
further fine-tuning of the optical response of such
systems can follow.

Analytic Fano Profile. When two states are spectrally
close, they can interact and give rise to a so-called Fano
line shape, where destructive and constructive inter-
ferences take place in a very narrow frequency range.
Often, these profiles are asymmetric, in which case
they display the most typical signature of a Fano reso-
nance. In a previouswork,18 we showed howwithin the
original frame of Fano theory one can deduce an
analytic formula that describes the interaction be-
tween a sharp state, |dæ, and a broad resonance, |cæ,
when excited by an incident photon, |iæ (see Figure 1,
left). The parameter that expresses the direct interac-
tion between the narrow and broad resonances is the
coupling factor v, while w and g give, respectively, the
probability to directly excite the discrete or the con-
tinuum state (see Figure 1, left). The spectrum, F,
beautifully recovers the same form as the original Fano
profile (eq 1a), but now its ingredients, E , the reduced
energy, and q, the excitation probability ratio (also
called asymmetry parameter), are not unidentified
quantities any more; they are clear and simple analytic

functions of the plasmonic and discrete states deriving
naturally from the theory (eqs 1b and 1c)

F(E) ¼ (Eþq)2

E2 þ 1
(1a)

q ¼ νw=g

Γm(E)=2
þ E � EP

ΓP=2
(1b)

E ¼ E

Γm(E)=2
� E � EP

ΓP=2
(1c)

Here E is the energy of the incoming photon and EP and
ΓP are the energy and line width of the broad plasmonic
resonance, which has a Lorentzian line shape given by

L (E) ¼ 1

1þ E � EP
ΓP=2

� �2 (2)

The energy of the sharp state Ed is taken at the origin, and
its modified line width is written as Γm(E) = 2πν2L (E).

The coupling factors ν, g, and w are usually un-
known; however, the main idea of the present paper is
to show that each parameter can be related to physical
properties of the noninteracting system. Such a de-
scription is almost exact in the case of emitters coupled
to plasmonic nanostructures,18 and it can be extended
to the situation of plasmon�plasmon interactions with
very good results. It is important to note though that a
strong coupling strength between nanostructures can
affect the original noninteracting resonances. Our
approach allows then to understand how the inter-
ference is occurring and which parameters are critical.
It can in turn be a powerful tool to alter a system's
response to light, being either resonant suppression or
enhancement of scattering of interest.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plasmonic Crystals. As a first example, wewill consider
a plasmonic crystal composed of 2D periodically ar-
rangedmetallic nanoparticles in a dielectric environment

Figure 1. Left: schematic of a Fano resonance, an incident photon |iæ excites either a discretemode |dæwith a coupling factorw
or the continuum |cæ with coupling factor g, both interacting via a coupling strength ν. Right: case of Fano interferences
discussed in the present work.
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with n = 1.5. Such a system has experienced a recent
increase in interest because of its ability to exhibit very
sharp and strong features due to what is known as
lattice resonances.52�58 These are given by the inter-
ference of the LSPR (broad state) with the in-plane
scattered light at the Rayleigh anomaly position
(discrete state). Here we analyze gold spheres having
a radius of 50 nm (inset of Figure 2a) and aperiodicityΛ
of 450 nm (inset of Figure 2b) and 350 nm (inset of
Figure 2c); each case is simulated by FDTD with
experimental data for the dielectric function.59 To get
a physical insight into the interaction, we shall use the
optical properties of a single sphere as a starting point
which can be described by the absorption, σabs, scat-
tering, σscat, and extinction, σext = σscat þ σabs, cross
sections shown in Figure 2a. The magnitude σscat has
two contributions, the strongest is the excitation of the
LSPR centered around 620 nm, which is the collec-
tive oscillation of the electrons of the metallic sphere

making it an efficient radiative antenna; the weakest is
the elastic Rayleigh scattering that determines the
scattering behavior at longer wavelengths. While σabs
is caused by ohmic losses. In order to compare similar
quantities, the extinction of the single sphere is nor-
malized to its physical cross section S = π � R2, while
the array extinctions, expressed as 1 � T, are normal-
ized by S/Λ2. In the array case (see Figure 2b), the sharp
peak at about 700 nm is caused by the Fano inter-
ference between the Rayleigh anomaly at the diffrac-
tion condition k ) = 2π/nΛ and the LSPR.

We will now show how to use eqs 1 to describe this
interferenceprocess. From the isolated sphere (Figure 2a),
we can obtain EP andΓP that are given by the linewidth
and position of σscat. Furthermore, the extinction of
an array can be written in the usual Fano way (see
Methods section), that is, Ext = σscat� F(E)þ σabs, or in
other words the scattering of a single particle modified
by an interaction term given by the Fano interference.
The absorption is an incoherent process that does not
participate directly in the interference but adds as a
background in the resulting profile. The coupling
parameter, g0, the excitation of the plasmonic reso-
nance by the incoming photons, depends on the LSPR
width and is expressed as g0 = (ΓP/2π)

1/2.18 The inter-
action factor v0 between the two states is unknown but
will be chosen similar to g0 as a first approximation. The
diffractedwave traveling along the interface originates
from the cooperative Rayleigh scattering of the parti-
cles. However, as said already, this contribution to σscat
is very small compared to the LSPR, hence w0, which
characterizes the direct excitation of the discrete state,
is much smaller than the other coupling factors and is
taken as null.

Figure 2 shows the extinction of our plasmonic
crystals as calculated by FDTD (solid black curves)
and with the Fano formulation (eqs 1) developed in
this paper with the aforementioned values for the
various parameters (red dashed curves) and slightly
tuned to show a better accordance (blue dotted
curves). As can be seen from the Λ = 450 nm case
(Figure 2b), the agreement is very good even without
any fitting, which clearly shows that the proposed
coupling parameters are relevant to reproducing the
physics of the coupled systems. Note that we are only
considering the interferences between two states; the
second-order diffraction dip at higher energy (Figure 2b,
at around 480 nm) is by consequence not taken into
account. This is a demonstration of all the potential of our
approach since we only used known properties of the
uncoupled structures to predict the line shape produced
by the interaction process.

Nevertheless, if we now look at the Λ = 350 nm
spectrum (Figure 2c), the formula forecasts a peak
while there is only a dip. Actually, in this case, the
plasmonic resonance is at lower energy than the
diffracted wave, and it has been shown that there is

Figure 2. (a) Normalized (to S = π � R2) extinction (solid
black line), scattering (dotted blue line), and absorption
(dashed red line) cross sections of a 50 nm radius gold
sphere calculated by FDTD. (b,c) Normalized (to S/Λ2)
extinction (1 � transmittance) of the same nanoparticle
arranged periodically along X and YwithΛ= (b) 450 nmand
(c) 350 nm. The solid black lines are FDTD results, and
dashed red lines are obtained by Ext = σscat � F(E) þ σabs
with F(E) from eqs 1. All of the parameters are taken from
the single sphere cross sections with g0 = (ΓP/2π)

1/2, v0∼ g0,
and w ∼ 0. For the dotted blue curves, EP, ΓP, and v have
been slightly amended to show better accordance with the
FDTD results (see plots for full details).
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little radiative interaction.54 Additionally, because of
non-negligible absorption, the Fano modulation is
hardly observed.21,27,50 In other words, we are assuming
that an interference is fully taking place while it is barely
present. Even here the analysis remains useful because
the discrepancy tells us that the observed extinction is
not due to a Fano resonance.

Dark-Bright Plasmonic Interference. Let us now turn to a
system which allows us to explore the interaction
between a dark and a bright plasmon resonance. As
a matter of fact, composite structures like dolmens
have arisen as fascinating geometries to observe an
optical switching phenomenon very similar to electro-
magnetically induced transparency (EIT).18�22,60,61

The studied structure is composed of two perpen-
dicular pairs of metallic antennae which are designed
such that the first-order resonance (referred to subse-
quently as dipolar) of the short beams is spectrally
matched to the second-order resonance of the long
beams. The extinction cross sections of these antennae
pairs are plotted in Figure 3; they consist of beams of
75 nm (solid black line) and 200 nm (red dashed and
blue dotted curves) long, respectively, with a cross
section of 40� 40 nm2. They aremade out of silver, and
the dielectric function in FDTD was taken from experi-
ments,62 with the background refractive index set to
n=1.5. Our goal is to predict the spectra of the complex
interacting system only from the knowledge of the
properties of the simple noninteracting components.
One can see that the second-order mode can only be
observed away fromnormal incidence (see dotted blue
line in Figure 3 with θ = 20�, for example) because it is
symmetry-forbidden otherwise.

By assembling the two pairs of beams in a sym-
metric fashion (the lateral distance between the long
beams is 40 nm; see inset of Figure 4a) with light polar-
ized perpendicular to the long antennae, we guarantee
that their second-order resonance excitation can only

be driven from the near-field of the short antennae
dipolar resonances. Figure 4 shows the resulting ex-
tinction spectra (full black lines) for a varying gap G

Figure 3. Extinction cross sections of the long (dashed red line) and short (solid black line) antennaepairs at normal incidence.
The dipolar resonance of the latter is matched to the second-order resonance of the former that can only be excitedwhen the
symmetry is broken, here via a tilted illumination of 20� (dotted blue). The long antennae also support a dipolar mode that is
located in the near-infrared which explains the increase of their extinction toward longer wavelength.

Figure 4. Extinction cross sections of the dolmen structure
for a gap G = 20 nm (a), 10 nm (b), and 5 nm (c). The solid
black lines are FDTD calculations, and the dashed red curves
are obtained by Ext = σscat � F(E)þ σabs with F(E) from eqs
1. All of the parameters are taken from the cross sections of
the uncoupled antenna pairs with g0 = (ΓP/2π)

1/2, ν0 ∼ (Γd/
2π)1/2, and w = 0. For the dotted blue curves, Ed, EP, and v
have beenmodified to fit the FDTD results (see plots for full
details).
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between the long antennae tip and the short antennae
side ranging from G = 20 nm (Figure 4a), 10 nm
(Figure 4b), and 5 nm (Figure 4c) as calculated by
FDTD; note how the splitting between the two modes
arising from interferences is strongly affected by G. In
the same way as for the plasmonic crystal previously,
let us write again Ext = σscat � F(E) þ σabs for the
extinction of the full structure (see Methods section).
From Figure 3, we have all of the information about the
noninteracting system. Since the resonances of the
longer antennae are dark, the only contribution to the
extinction is from the brightmode. Hence there remain
only the coupling factors g, ν, and w, as well as the
widths and energy positions of the resonances neces-
sary in F(E) (see eqs 1). The energy positions EP and Ed
and line widths ΓP and Γd are taken, respectively, from
σscat of the dipolar resonance of the small antenna pair
(solid black curve, Figure 3) and the second-order
mode of the long pair (dotted blue curve, Figure 3).
The direct excitation of the second-order resonance in
the longer antenna is forbidden, hencew0 = 0. Next, as
in the previous case, g0 is linked to the bright mode
width via g0 = (ΓP/2π)

1/2.18 For v0, we use the same
approximation, writing it at first as (Γd/2π)

1/2. However,
it should be pointed out that v0 depends on the gap
because it expresses the coupling between the dark
mode in the longer antennae with the bright mode in
the short ones; considering ν0 independent of the gap
is therefore a rough estimate. The dashed red curves
present the profiles obtained with the parameters just
described: we can see that for bigger gaps the approxi-
mated value of ν0 works quitewell, but it fails to predict
the position of the second peak and the dispersion due
to variations of the gap. For this reason, a study of ν0 for
different gap sizes will be useful to gain insight into the
interference mechanism. We can appreciate a very
good agreement in Figure 4 for the dotted blue curves,
which represent the case where ν0, EP, and Ed have
been modified in order to reproduce the numerical
calculations. Note that the small changes in EP and Ed in
Figure 2 and Figure 4 are caused by the mutual
influence of the different componentswithin the nano-
structure when placed in the near-field of each other,
resulting in a small deviation from the independent
isolated plasmonic modes.

Asmentioned, ν0 has to depend on the gap; indeed,
when the antennae are closer, a stronger interaction is
expected between the dark and the bright resonances,
as can be seen from the electric intensity near-field plot
in Figure 5a. Since the coupling between the two
modes is taking place through near-field interactions,
a similar behavior of the electric field in the gaps can be
expected. For this reason, it is instructive to report the
values of the coupling factor ν (from the dotted blue
lines in Figure 4) and the electric field amplitude E

calculated from FDTD against the gapwidth (Figure 5b).
Interestingly, ν2 is indeed revealed to follow a very

similar trend than the electric field amplitude |E|/|E0|
calculated in the gap between the antennae. More
precisely, they are almost inversely proportional to the
gap width G (see Figure 5b).

Nanocluster. The last problemwewill consider is that
of plasmon hybridization in metal nanoclusters; in
particular, we will explore the case of a heptamer of
gold nanoshells (see inset of Figure 6). These kinds of
nanoclusters have attracted the attention of research-
ers as strongly coupled nanostructures, where the
large interaction gives rise to the formation of a sub-
and a super-radiant mode.63 In particular, the theory of
hybridization in plasmonics was first developed to
explain the complex spectra of systems composed
out of nanoshells.31 It has since been used to describe
most cases of composite objects, including nano-
cavities28�30 and oligomers.33�39

The hybridization theory combined with the pre-
sented model can provide key information on the
interfering plasmonic resonances when a Fano reso-
nance is present. For example, we can decompose an
experimental spectrum of a nanocluster system into
the original modes that are interfering, as we will show
in what follows. This is very important because if we
know the “original resonances” of the nanoparticles
composing the nanocluster that sustain them, we can
understand how to manipulate and improve the de-
sign of such structure.

We consider now a heptamer embedded in a di-
electric disk with n = 1.5 and dimensions [height,
radius] = [10 nm, 85 nm]; see inset of Figure 6, similar
to the designs shown in ref 35. The inner and outer

Figure 5. (a) Near-field cut at midheight of the nanostruc-
ture shown in the inset of Figure 4awithG = 10 nm showing
the electric field intensity at 860 nm on a logarithmic scale
(the outline of the structure is drawn in gray). (b) Coupling
factor ν2 and electric amplitude, |E|, in themiddle of the gap
at the second peak in function of the gap G on a log�log
scale. The blue and red lines represents the fits ν2 = 103 �
G�1.12 and |E| = 339�G�1.04 with correlation coefficient R2 =
0.9957 and 0.9946, respectively.
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radius of the nanoshells are [R1, R2] = [30 nm, 40 nm];
the core is silica, and the gaps between closest neigh-
bors are set to 5 nm.

Figure 6a shows the FDTD extinction spectrum (Ext)
of the proposed structure (solid black line), and the
dashed red curve is what can be obtained with the
analytic formula F0(E) = g2L � (F(E)þ A), with A linked
to absorption (see eqs 1 and Methods section). This
profile is calculated by minimizing the error |CF0(E) �
Ext|, where the normalization constant C is simply
fixing the units, leaving all parameters (EP, ΓP, Ed, Γd,
w, andA) free to vary sincewehave no prior knowledge
of the two modes interacting. Here the procedure is
different from the two previous problems where good
coupling parameters could be estimated by gen-
eral physical considerations. In the present situa-
tion, we use the known FDTD profile to retrieve
the two “original” resonances. This means we assume
Lorentzian line shapes for the bright and the darkmodes.
The coupling factors g and ν then read g= (ΓP/2π)

1/2 and
ν = (Γd/2π)

1/2.18 Here A is taken as constant; however,
this approximation can be improved by considering

more complex functions; also, for big particles such as
the ones studied in the present case, the scattering is
clearly dominant. The parameters EP, ΓP and Ed, Γd that
minimize the error |CF0(E) � Ext| are the positions and
line widths of the interfering bright and dark modes
resulting from the decomposition of the Fano fit (see
Methods section). The extracted bright mode |cæ with
EP and ΓP is shown in Figure 6b (dashed red line), while
the original dark mode |dæ with Ed and Γd is shown in
Figure 6c (dashed red line).

Furthermore, a near-field plot of the complete
heptamer at the first peak (see Figure 6d) reveals a
field distribution that seems to leave out the central
nanoshell; if one calculates the near-field of an empty
arrangement, without the central shell (see inset of
Figure 6b), at its main resonance the field certainly
does look similar to the full structure (see Figure 6e).
This suggests that one of the modes is formed by the
nanocluster without the central component, as con-
firmed by observation from Hentschel et al.42 and
Lassiter and co-workers.64 In fact, it is remarkable to
note (see Figure 6b) that the extracted bright mode |cæ

Figure 6. (a�c) Solid black lines are the extinction cross sections calculated by FDTD of (a) a full heptamer of gold nanoshells,
(b) its external ring, and (c) the vertical trimer (see respective insets). The dashed red curves represent (a) the fit obtainedwith
the analytic Fano formula F0(E) with A linked to absorption (see eqs 1 andMethods section) and its extracted (b) bright |cæ and
(c) dark |dæmodes (seeMethods section). (d,e) FDTDnear-field cuts atmidheight at 713 nm in log scale of (d) the full heptamer
and (e) its external ring. (f) FDTD extinction cross sections of the full heptamer by varying the two gaps G along the vertical
trimer axis (polarization direction) from G = 5 nm (solid black curve) to 7 nm (dashed red line) and 10 nm (dotted blue curve).
(g) Suggested original modes for the heptamer structure (solid black line): a brightmode originating from the ring resonance
(red dashed curve) and a dark state with a strong trimer character (dotted blue curve).
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(dashed red line) is rather close to the spectrum of this
external ring (solid black line). In addition, as expected,
the state is red-shifted and broadened due to the
interaction with the central particle.

Subradiant modes cannot be perfectly isolated
because they are dark, and we are exciting the nano-
structure with a plane wave. However, crucial informa-
tion can also be gathered by means of eqs 1. Both
Hentschel et al.42 and Lassiter and co-workers64 ob-
served that the central particle plays a fundamental
role in the formation of the subradiant mode in hep-
tamers. Additionally, we find that the upper and lower
particles along the polarization axis do also strongly
participate in the dark resonance. Indeed altering this
central trimer (see inset of Figure 6c,f) along the vertical
axis by varying the two gaps G (see Figure 6f) from G =
5 nm (solid black curve) to 7 nm (dashed red line) and
10 nm (dotted blue curve) shows an appreciable shift
of the Fano interference while marginally affecting the
first peak at 713 nm, which is mostly of bright mode
character. Therefore, the vertical trimer contributes
significantly to the dark state. We also expect the
dipolar moment of this trimer to be antiparallel to that
of the lateral nanoshells in the subradiant mode. In
Figure 6c, we can see the trimer extinction (solid black
curve) alongside the extracted dark mode |dæ (dashed
red line) which indeed share similar properties. Follow-
ing this analysis, we therefore propose (see Figure 6g)
that the extinction of the full heptamer structure

(full black curve) is the result of the Fano interference
between a super-radiant mode originating from the
ring resonance (dashed red curve) and a subradiant
mode with a strong trimer character (dotted blue
curve).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown via a detailed study of
three different problems, plasmonic crystals, dark-
bright plasmons interaction, and nanocluster modes
how the nonclassical derivation of the original Fano
theory can lead to an analytic description ofmost inter-
ference phenomena encountered in plasmonics.
Different resonances were considered, including

localized surfaceplasmons anddiffractivemodes, bright
anddark states, aswell as built-in sub- and super-radiant
modes; in every case, a very similar behavior was ob-
served. The same method can be applied in order to
relate the various coupling parameters with specific
physical properties of the system.
The simple but exact formula based on only three

coupling parameters reproduces the particular line
shapes arising due to interferences between any two
resonances, without the help of fitting parameters; this
makes it able to predict in what manner the interac-
tions between the parent plasmon modes take place.
This formalism hence serves as an essential tool to
understand the role played by the various physical
properties of the uncoupled system.

METHODS
Equations 1 that are used throughout this paper in order to

produce the Fano line shapes have been first presented in our
previous work18 to which we refer the reader for full details on
the derivation.
In the original Fano theory,12 the interaction Æc|V|dæ = ν(E)

between a continuum |cæ (CS) and a discrete state |dæ (DS,
located at E = Ed) creates a mixed state |Ψæ (MS) which can be
written as

jΨæ ¼ ν(E)(jdæþ jΩæ)þ (E0 � Ed �Δ)jc0æffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(E0 � Ed �Δ)2 þ (Γm(E0)=2)2

q (3)

This complex admixture is composed of the two original states
spectrally shifted by Δ = P

R
(|ν(E)|2)/(E0 � E) and |Ωæ = P

R
(ν-

(E)/(E0 � E))|cædE, respectively.P indicates the “principal part of”.
In this “configuration interaction”, the DS |dæ is by consequence
diluted into a finite band of continuum states with half-width
Γm(E) = 2π|ν(E)|2. The Fano resonance arises then when the MS
|Ψæ is excited from another initial state |iæ with couplingW. The
resulting interference takes the shape of the well-known Fano
profile F(E), which is given by the ratio of the probabilities to
excite the MS and the unperturbed CS

jÆijWjΨæj2
jÆijWjcæj2 ¼ (Eþq)2

E2 þ 1
¼ F(E) with (4)

E ¼ E � Ed �Δ

Γm(E)=2
and q ¼ ÆΦjWjiæ

πν(E)�ÆcjWjiæ (5)

E is the reduced energy and 1/2πq2 is the ratio of the prob-
abilities to excite the modified DS |Φæ = |dæ þ |Ω0æ and an
unperturbed band of CS with width Γm. The synthetic form of
eq 4 is also grounded by a powerful suit of parameters; however,
for an arbitrary continuum, these have no analytic solution. In
our particular case, we have considered a plasmonic resonance
for the CS defined through a Lorentzian line shape L (E) (see
eq 2). Taking the DS as origin (i.e., Ed = 0) and writing the
coupling factors Æc|V|dæ = ν(L (E))1/2, Æi|W|dæ = w, and Æi|W|cæ =
g(L (E))1/2, eqs 5 simplify to eqs 1 that we presented in the first
section.18

FDTD calculations (solid black lines in every figure and
Figure 3, 5a and 6d-g) for the single particle (Figure 2a), the
dolmen-like structures (Figures 3�5), and the oligomers
(Figure 6) are conducted with a plane wave illumination in-
jected along z and perfectly matched layers (PML) as external
boundaries. Furthermore, meshes have been refined until full
convergence and simulations run long enough to resolve all
sharp features in the spectra. The infinite arrays (Figure 2b,c) are
simulated through periodic boundary conditions along the x
and y directions around the unit cell Λx �Λy, and PML are also
set along z.
The Fano interferences studied in the present paper are all

revealed in the extinction spectra. These are proportional to the
probability of directly exciting the MS with the incident photon
|iæ (see eq 4)

jÆijWjΨæj2 ¼ (Eþq)2

E2 þ 1
� jÆijWjcæj2 ¼ F(E)� g2L (6)

In presence of absorption, which in quantum mechanics trans-
lates as an incoherent process that does not contribute to
the interference but adds as a background, the previous
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equation reads

jÆijWjΨæj2 ¼ (F(E)þA)� g2L

¼ g2L � F(E)þ g2L � A ¼ F0(E) (7)

Here g2L is the direct excitation of the bright mode which
couples to light and can be related therefore to σscat while the
nonradiative part given by g2L A where no interference is
present has to be the absorption of the system linked to σabs.
In summary, F0(E) is equal to the extinction cross section

Ext ¼ σscat � F(E)þ σabs (8)

except for a normalization factor C that arises because the
probability ratio F(E) (see eq 4) is unitless.
Dashed red curves in Figure 2b,c and Figure 4 are direct

applications of eq 8 with the parameters described in the text,
none of them being numerically fitted. Even though these
profiles are satisfying, some line shapes that display a better
accordance (dotted blue lines) with the FDTD results have also
been calculated to show how well the simple formulation
developed here can reproduce most types of Fano resonances.
These are obtained by slowly varying ν, EP, and ΓP for the
plasmonic crystals (Figure 2b,c) and ν, EP, and Ed for the dolmen-
like structure (Figure 4) in such a way to conserve the profile
main features like the extrema position and the peak line width.
Details of these changes can be found on each figure.
For the heptamer structure (Figure 6), we have no prior

knowledge of the interacting modes, and therefore, we start
from the FDTD spectrum (Ext, solid black line in Figure 6a) to
retrieve the two original states. This is done by minimizing the
error |CF0(E) � Ext| between eq 7 and the FDTD spectrum and
recognizing that the two interfering resonances have Lorent-
zian line shapes. Here C is set to max[Ext]/max[F0(E)] and A in
eq 7 is taken as constant; this is only the zero-order Taylor
expansion, but higher orders can similarly be considered. Also,
the direct excitations of the bright |cæ and the dark |dæ reso-
nances are related to their respective line width, hence g =
(ΓP/2π)

1/2 and ν = (Γd/2π)
1/2.18 The parameters EP, ΓP, Ed, Γd, w,

and A are unknown, and they are randomly varied around
arbitrary starting values. When the error |CF0(E)� Ext| gets lower
than with the starting values, these are updated and the routine
started over again. Convergence is generally attained within a
few minutes. The optimized EP, ΓP and Ed, Γd of the Fano fit
(dashed red curve in Figure 6a) give the position and width of,
respectively, the extracted bright |cæ (dashed red curve in
Figure 6b) and dark |dæ (dashed red curve in Figure 6c) modes
that interfere into a Fano resonance.
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